About BMJ
BMJ is a healthcare knowledge provider that aims to advance healthcare worldwide by sharing information and expertise to improve experiences, outcomes and value. Our range of products and services fully support clinicians in every aspect of their practice, with particular emphasis on quality improvement and professional development.

Getting Started with OnExamination
Start revising using our bespoke platform, developed by clinical tutors and technology innovators to give you tools that help increase your chance of passing your exam.

Test
BMJ OnExamination will stretch you and put your knowledge and exam aptitude to the test with questions being delivered in a random order not by topic, working in test mode - no answers until the end and a series of Mock Tests.

Focus
Our Learning tools help you to focus your revision and improve your knowledge by targeting your weak areas. You will be able to structure and plan how to systematically tackle all the relevant topics and make handy revision notes as you progress through the questions.

Track
Detailed Performance analysis tools and graphs will ensure you understand how you are performing by session and improving overtime. The learning journal logs all your learning throughout your subscription.

Support
Our free App (available from iTunes and Google Play) allows you to revise offline on up to two devices, allowing you to fit in your revision wherever you are around your work and home commitments. Responsive customer service and clinical revision support is on hand to help guide and inform your revision experience.

“BMJ OnExamination’s resources are closely aligned with the MRCP exams which meant I was really prepared. Thanks BMJ OnExamination.”
Dr Ramadan Fouad Arafa
1. Accessing BMJ OnExamination
To access the questions, please go to: my.onexamination.com/Login.aspx. If you are a new user please enter your email address and the password provided to you by BMJ. If you are an existing user, please enter your email address and password you registered with.

2. Personal Details
Once you have successfully logged in you should be able to fill in ‘My Details’ and select the ‘Active revision course’ from the drop-down list. Select ‘Save Changes’.

3. Work Smart
In the top navigation bar you should be able to select ‘Exam Revision’. This will bring you to a page which enables you to view ‘Work Smart’ link in blue. Use Work Smart to generate a test containing particular topics, question type(s) or difficulty levels.

4. Work Hard
You can use the Work Hard section to work through all of the questions in the resource from beginning to end.

5. Group Learning
You can join your peers in this quiz format revision tool and compete against them whilst you test your knowledge. At the end of each set of ten questions you will be able to see the scores for those who have entered. Use the chat function to comment on questions and give your feedback on the answers.

6. Select Curriculum
For questions specifically categorised as ‘Infectious Diseases’, when in ‘Work Smart’ please select ‘All under ‘With Questions’, then the ‘select curriculum’ option under ‘Filter by curriculum’, and tick the box next to that curriculum heading.

7. Change Resource
To change your active resource, on any of the ‘Exam Revision’ pages, click the (+) sign next to ‘Exam Options’, and select your preferred resource from the drop-down list.

8. Score Analysis
To check your progress, select ‘Scores’ from the top navigation bar and keep an eye on your Curricula Overview and Day-by-day analysis.

If you need any assistance getting started or using BMJ OnExamination please contact our training or support team:

Training: training@bmj.com
Support: support@onexamination.com
+44 (0)207 874 7335